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A FLIGHT INVESTIGATION OF THE SPINNING OF THE NY-1 AIRPLANE WITH
VARIED MASS DISTRIBUTION AND OTHER MODIFICATIONS, AND AN ANALYSIS
BAsED ON m-mmm TESTS
By NATHAN F. SCUDDDR
SUMMARY
This report presenia the resuh of an i?we.st@z#wnoj
the spinning characteristics of t@ NY-1 nuval training
biplams. The rew!ts oj$iglti tern%and an analysis baxed
on wind-tunnd test &ztaare given and compared. The
primary purpose of t?u inmxtigaiion waa the determina-
tion in$ight of the e@ed of changtx in ?7w8 dtitribwtion
along tlw Ln@twdinu.1axis, witlund change of mam
quantity or centroid. Otherefects were alaoinvestigated,
such u those du to wing loading, Center-of-grady posi-
tion, dihedral of wings, control setting, and the removal
of a furge porthn of the fabric from tb$n and rudder.
The win&tunnel test reswl/8Wed in the numericui?analy-
sis were obtaind in th 7 by 10foot wind tunnel through
an ang.k-of-dack range of 90°.
Tlu qfect of varied mass distrilndiunw to decreaa-e
the angle of attack and the linear and angular velocititx,
as ballast was movedfrom the center of gravity to the
nose and tad of the airpkuu?, without 8hift of ceniroid.
Moderate chunges in wing loading and dihedral of the
wing8 and comparatwely brge changes in &er-of-
gravity position have d eJect8 on the spin under the
W?lditi0?19Oftb t8St8. Di~eren# settings of ail.erwmand
elevator altered tb nu.tureof tha spin but did not bring
aboti recovery, which wu e$ected only ~ tha ruddm.
The tests 8howedthatfuU-down dejktion of the elevutor
abne incread the rate of rotutima, indicating that
recoveries cow?dbest be made by ting the rudder before
moving the elevator down. Removal of a large portion
of the$n and ru&?4rCQVering(above the 8ta.bi&er and
eleoa40r)hadno appreciablee$ea! on the en. A reawn-
able agreemat was obtaimd between$ig?d r& and a
numerical analysis, althowghthe method of the analyti
neglected many of tlu minor factors that w a.tly are
thougldto in.uence the spin.
INTRODUCTION
The control of the spinning of airplanes is one of the
important unsolved problems of the general subject of
safdy in flying. It has been the subject of many
researches in recent years, some of which are listed in
the bibliography appended to this report. In these
investigations the problem has been attacked from
several theoretical and experimental aspects. On the
theoretical side, analyses of the conditions for equi-
librium in the steady spin, stability in the spin, the
effect of control forces, and the effect of several impor-
tant airplane characteristics have been made. The
experimental invest&ations include flight tests with
airplanes, tests with free-flfi~ models, and teds in
wind tunnels of models of airplanes or airplane parts.
During the course of the present investigation, results
have appeared in the literature on spinning that
effectively illuminate some of the important features
of spinning; however, the problem will require much
more quantitative and extensive data before a satis-
factory solution can be evolved.
The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
has been engaged for some time in a comprehensive
investigation of spinning. One phase of the investi-
gation has been a quantitative determination of the
motion of airplanes during spins both in their normal
conditions and after various significant changes in the
properties of the airplane have been made. The first
step in this work was the development of a satisfac-
torily accurate method of maldng measurements,
which was reported in reference 1. The present report
deals with the application of this method to a study
of the spinning characteristics of the NY-1 s@lane,
the iirst to be studied extensively. The principal
efhct studied was that of changes in mass distribu-
tion along the longitudinal axis, but the effects of some
minor aerodynamic changes were determined also.
In order to furnish a logicil basis for studying the
intricately related flight results, an analysis of the spin
based on wind-tunnel measurements on a model was
made. The wind-tunnel data employed were obtained
with a stationary balance, and some of the moments
were computed by the strip method. The method of
analysis was the same as that followed in reference 2.
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FLIGHT TESTS was mounted at the center of gravity (actually slightly
APPARATUS AND METHOD below it for reasons of convenience). The other two
The airplane used in the investigation was that of containers were mounted under the engine supports
reference l-am NY-1 naval training biplane powered and in the tail of the fuselage, respectively. @lg. 1.)
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FIQURE L—Idm dmwfua of the NY-1 afI_PWIeand mmgemut of Mkt mntnfnaaand ImUt-mlmm WI
with a Wright J-5 engine. A line drawing giving-its The mfium capac@ of the main container was 436
principal dimensions is shown in -e 1. pounds of lead shot. The combined capacity of the
Three ballast containers were required for the tests other two containers was made equal to that of the
with varied mass distribution. The main container container at the center of gravity and the capacities
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of the individual containers were inversely proportional
to their distances from the center of gravity. This
arrangement made it possible to transfer ballast from
the center of gravity to the nose and tail without
altering the c&ter-of-grav-ity position of the ballast.
Latches and doors operated by a lever in the cockpit
were provided on the front and rear containem so
that their contents might be emptied quickly in a spin
should an emergency requiring it arise. Such a neces-
sity never occurred during the tests. Mass carried in
these containers was used in determihing the effect
of different mass distributions with no chsmge -of
center of gravity and for detemniningthat of changes of
center of gravity with changes of mass distribution.
The initial momente of inertia of the airplane with
its teat equipment installed were obtained by means of
swinging tests. The virtual mass of the airplane under
the conditions of the swinging tests was used in deter-
mining the moments of inertia, but no effort was made
to compute the moments of inertia for the virtual mass
corresponding to the air density and flow conditions
of the spin, since the values thus computed would dii7er
from the measured values by entirely negligible
amounts.
Modifications were made to the airplanefor the pur-
pose of investigating the effect of changing the dihedral
of the wings and the area of the empennage parts.
The normal wing dihedral angles of 2.25° for the upper
wing and 3.00° for the lower wing were changed to 0°
for the upper and 1.25° for the lower, and to 4.17° for
the upper and 4.60° for the lower wing. These modi-
fications were accomplished by varying the lengths of
the landing and the flying wires with no changes in the
length of the struts. The rcmdtant effect of these
changea in the shape of the wing celhde can be readily
appreciated by reference to Figure 1, in which the
normal rigging is shown. The modifications to the
empennage were accomplished by the removal of fabric
cove~ to the extent shown in Figure 2. All of the
fip covering and portions of the rudder and elevator
covering were removed. Th6 purpose of this modi-
fication to the empennage was to find to what degree
the spinning charactetitics of this airplane could be
attributed to its unusually large tail surfaces.
Tests of the effect of control setting were made by
recording steady spins with the ailerons fully deflected
in each direction, in contraat to the neutral setting for
all other tests, and with the elevator hard down instead
of hard up. In making these tests, entry was effected
in the usual manner, and after the spin had been
started the control element was eased into the position
for which the test was to be made. When steady
motion had developed, the records were taken in the
usual manner.
The instrument installation was essentially the same
as that described in reference 1, consisting principally
of three electrically driven gyroscopic angular-velocity
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recorders, a 3-component accelerometer, and a sensi-
tive altimeter. The quantities necessary for a com-
plete determination of the motion of the airplane were
measured with these instruments. For most of these
tests the accelerometer was housed in & insulated box
(all teats numbered higher than 40) that was held at
constant temperature by a thermostatically controlled
electric heater. Control of the operating tempera-
ture of this instrument eliminated temperature-effect
errors and obviated the necessity for frequent changes
of damping oil with changes of air temperature.
The accekometer was placed as close to the center
of gravity as pomible, which was within a distance of
0.25 foot. &mrections to the accelerometer readings
were not at first considered necessary, but after the
fight testshad been completed it was thought advisable
to make thti correction to obtain forces acting at the
center of gravity, especially because some of the tests
FIIYJFWI2.-Taff of the NY-1 8f@me wfth fabriorwnowcf
involved changes in the center-of-gravity position.
In order to make the correction, the coordinate of the
accelerometer elemente were needed, and in the ab-
sence of complek data the distances were estimated
from partial data.
The method of making the fight tests and compub
&U the rew.dtswas the same as that described in refer-
ence 1 with the exception of the computation of the
accelerometer-position correction just mentioned and
that the virtual mass was used in computing the mo-
ments of inertia given in this report while it was not
considered in the computations of reference 1.
RESULTS
Before presenting the results of the tests reported .
herein, a list of the symbols appearing in the text or
tables which are not sufficiently defied on the cm-em
of the report is given with detitions. A more ex-
tensive table of symbols sad definitions maybe found
in the appendix of reference 1.
X“, Y“, Z“, forcca along ground axes.
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p, g, r, mmponmti of angular velocity about air-
plane LYH (based on the thrust line).
a, rmgleof attack referred to airplane X axis.
& angle of sidedip (positive for outward sideslip).
AM, moment about airplane Y axis ding on
propeller.
AN, moment about airplane Z axis acting on
propeller.
$27)
‘-m’ ‘Ph coefficient‘Q’ ‘Mdtmt @u
velocity).
C%,tangential-force coefficient (airplane axeg).
0., normal-force coefficient (airplane axw).
All the records were made at a mean standard alti-
tude of 3,000 feet, hence the value of P used in com-
puting the moment coefficients was 0.002176 slug per
cubic foot. This value was used for all the other com-
putations made in the investigatiori.
The data are presented completely in- numerical
form in Tables I, II, and ILL Table I gives the
results measured with instruments, Table II gives the
condition of the airplane at the time of the spin, and
Table Ill gives the results computed from records
and the constants applying to the airplane.
Table II shows that for some flights ballast was
placed in the rear ballast holder for the purpose of
motig the center of gravi~ of the airplane rearward.
This condition does not correspond to the ordinary
condition for an airplane with its center of gravi~
farther aft than normal, because the stabtier w= not
adjustable and changes in rigging were not made to
balance the airplane “hands off.” The external shape
of the airplane was thus unaltered and the changes in
the spin were the result of changes in center-f-grav-
ity position and mass distribution only.
Pitching moments about the initial center~f-grav-
ity position were used in computing all pitching-mo-
ment coefficients. This required adding the moment
of the ballast (taking effect of accelerations into ac-
count) to the other moments (gyroscopic moment of
the airplane and of the propeller) for the cases in
which C’tail-heavy” conditions of loading were used.
The center-of-gravity position is given as percentage
mean chord in Table IL This mean chord was taken
as the chord in the plane of-symmetry midway between
the upper and lower wing roots, with leading and trail-
ing ends on lines joinirg the corresponding edges of the
upper and lower wings, and having an incidence mid-
way between that of the upper and lower wings.
PRECISION
The precision of the instrumental measurements was
equivalent to that stated in reference 1 with the excep-
tion of the vertical-velocity measurements,”in which
the error may have been as much as 5 percent instead
of 3 percent, the previously stated limit of error. This
larger limit of error was indicated by the spread of
measured vertical-velocity values and an occasional
evidence of sticking in the altimeter movement. Fluc-
tuations of press& in the cockpit may have been a
contribuhy source of error.
Corrections for the distance of the accelerometer
elements from the centm of gravity ivere made as
mentioned previously, using valuea for the coordinates
of the elements estimated from partial data. The
maximum error in these values was not in excess of
0.15 foot, and the resulting error in acceleration correc-
tions was negligible.
The timer was tested on a turntable under condi-
tions comparable to those of the spin and its operation
and accuracy were found to be unai7ected by rotation.
and acceleration.
A check on the accuracy of the angular-velocity
recorders in most of the spins was obtained by timing
10 or 15 turns of the spin from the ground. The aver-
age angular velocity thus obtained agreed in general
within 3 percent of the average angular velocity
recorded by the instruments. This agreement is prob-
ably as close as the limits of accuracy of the timing.
The values in column 4 of Table III are indicative
of the precision of the angular-velocity and accelera-
tion records taken as a whole. These values (vertical
force at the c. g.) should be 1 g in a steady spin, find
it may be seen that the results deviate only slightly
except in a few cases, notably for tests 51 and 62.
The deviation in these latter tests was caused by lack
of damping oil in the dashpot of the longitudid ele-
ment of the accelerometer, but since the masimum
error of 0.1 g noted in the value of the longitudinal
force causes only a small error in most of the results
compu~d from the records, they were not discarded.
Moments of inertia of the airplane were not in
mror more than 1 percent, as stated in reference 3.
This estimation of the precision is further supported
by more recent tests to be reported soon. The deter-
minations of weights of the airplane at the time of the
Tin were like& not in error more than 1 percent.
The limits of error of the fundamental measurement
may be summarized as follows: Angular velocity, 3
per cent for each component; acceleration, 0.06 g,
=cept in a few etieme cases which fell within 0.1
7; interval of altitude, 6 percent; time, 2 percent;
weight, 1 percent; momenta of inertia, 1 percent.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The tests were planned to show the effect of changes
]f single factors of the airplane properties on the spin,
is far as this was physic~y possible without major
nodilications to the airplane. For instance, it was
lot practicable to move the center of gravity aft other
Aan by plac&m ballast at the tail, and this ma
~ccompanied by a large change in the moments of
nertia. The results are further complicated by in-
cidentalfactors, such as asymmetry of rigging or shape
]f the airplane. These twts aud experience with other
&planes indicated that right and left spins wore not
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comparable, even with the motor idling slowly or
stopped. Teats such m“thoge reported herein should
therefore be made in one direction of spin only or in
parallel series of tests in each direction of spin. In
general, the former course was followed in these tmte.
One should bear in mind, therefore, that conclusions
drawn from the results later discussed might have
been slightly dif?erent if the spinEhad been made in
both directions for each condition tested.
Angle of attack,—This airplane spins at moderately
high angles of attiwk. Throughout the tests the angle
of attaok varied through a range of 10° (46°–560) for
the left spins. The range of anglea of attack for the
right spins was about 12° (390–510). “In comparison,
values have been observed with other &planes that
have shown the value of angle of attack to range from
30° to 70° in extreme cases.
Angle of sideslip.-The angle of sideslip fpr the
normal left spins was zero or very small. For the
normal right spins this angle was positive (outward)
and of moderate magnitude (5° to 80). Considetig
this in relation to the angle of attack, it is noted that
relatively small angles of attack, as for the right
spins, are associated with positive sideslip “(outward),
whereas the larger angles of attack of the left spins
were associated with zero (or very small) angles of
sideslip.
Effeot of wing loading,-The only important changea
in spin characteristics brought about by a change
from S.2 to 10.0 pounds per square foot wing loading
were increases in linear velocity and angular velocity.
The pertinent tests are tabulated for comparison in
Table IV.
TABLE IV .
$ TMv QOmup Tat Nos. LMt- 3 Im?Eaw FLISSXZInom=a Rad./sm In~— . —Pa cd Per cent Pa Cm4A . . . . . . . . &a . . . . . . . . . .g........ W# m4 _.-i%.i.10.0 220 244 ..-.ii.i..9L 4 276. . . . . . . . 10.0 220 =6 40 266 7.7
Test groups A and B, when compared, show that the
velocity along the flight path and the angular velocities
both vary roughly as the square root of the wing load-
ing. Reference to the simplified equations of motion
given in the latter part of this report and consideration
of the changea in angle of attack (see Table III) show
,. that these results compare satisfactorily with the
theo~. The lack of agreement between the groups of
tests B and C (Table IV) may be partly due to error
in measurement of vertical velocity, but it is undoubti
edly due in considerable measure to the diilerence in
the spins, as shown by the fact that the angle of attack
for the teds of group B was 50.6° and for group C it
was 61.4°. The reason for this difference in spins iE
not known, other than that these groups of teats were
separated in time by several months and some unno-
4070s-3~
icwlohanges in the airplane, such as changes in the con-
ition of the fabric, may have occurred. Tests 45 and
6, therefore, should be omittad in the discussion of the
ffect of wing loading.
Effect of mass distribution,-Change in mass dis-
ril.mtionproduced by moving ballast from the center
f gravity to the nose and tail caused a decrease in
ate of rotation, decrease in angle of attack, negligible
hange in sideslip angle; and a decrease in glide-path
ngle. These effects are to be seen by comparing teats
9, 30, 31 with tests 19, 20, 21. The averages of the
alues mentioned above for the two groups of tests are
abulated in Table V with the values of the spin radii.
Table II gives ballast and moments of inertia for
hose tests.)
TABLE V
Test Na. Ball@ pmition I lla I B I Y EdnaI
2J2&: 7Rd./ 0 FedAt c. 9._..-.. _____ 276 60.6 –{: –i 2 K6At W@ and tail..._. 221 47.0 -3L 5 &3
The effect of this ,mass distribution change on the
Iase of recovery was practically negligible. There
vere indications, however, that if any difference
Itited it was a tendency toward easierrecovery for the
pins with ballast at the nose and tail than for the spins
vith all ballast at the center of gravity, the same
nethod of stipulating the controls being used in both
:=0s.
Effeot of motig the center of’ gravity aft,-The
~ffect of a ream-ml position of the center of gravity
with respect to its normal position can not be seen
Hrectly from these teds, because, on account of the
imited ballast-carrying capacity of the airplane,
~ppreciable displacement of the center of gravity
xmld be accomplished only by putting ballast in the
M, and such procedure changes the moments of
nertia more extensively than it changea the center-of-
yavity position. The test results therefore show
~irectly the effect of putting ballast in the rear end of
the fuselage and indirectly the effect of the rearward
position of the center of gravity. For the purpose of
mmparing results, the characteristics for the pertinent
youps of tests are tabulated in Table VI. (Table II
>vw- ballast and moments of inertia.)
TABLE VI
Y
-A 2
-8L 6
-3U8
-79.4
As may be seen horn Table II, groups B and C
represent about equal increases of moments of inertia
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(group B having slightly greater values tlum C) and
in regard to momcmtsof inertia, are comparable. Th
moments of inertia for group D are much greater thk
for those of any of the other tests.
The effect of placing a large amount of ballast in th
tail of the airplane as shown by a comparison of thes
data was a large decrease in rate of rotation, aligh
decrease in angle of attack, slight change in sidml.i]
(in outward sense), and a large increase of radius o
spin. The ease of recovery with ballast in the tail w-a
the same as in the normal condition. Similar result
have been observed in other airpkmes, but the mm
results probably would not be found with all airplamx
I?ilots should not conclude from these rtwilts that it i
safe to place ballast or luggage in the rear part of th
fuselage, unlcs.s teste have been made to prove th
point.
Conclusions concerning the effect of the canter+f
gravity position alone without any mass-distributio]
effect can not be drawn from the flight results with a%
certainty. It is evident from the flight results tha
with this airplane the rearward position of the cente
of gravi~ had very little effect; however, the exac
nature of whatever effect there may have been can no
be determined. Reference to the analysis given in th
Analysis of Model Test Data shows that little effec
would have resulted from the rmard displacement o
the center of gravity, and that there might have bea
a slight decrease in angle of attack and rate of rotation
EiYeotof dihedral of wings.-The effect of dihedra
of the wings may be seen tim Table VII. (Table I
gives amounts of ballast and moments of inertia.)
TABLE VII
The effect of dihedral is evidently very small, bu
these results indicate that an immmseof wing dihedra
causes a slight increase in singularvelocity. The re
covery from spins was not noticeably aflected by th
changes of dihedral employed in the teste,
Effect of deoreased area of empennage elements.–
Tests 76, 77, 78 were made with fabric stipped froII
elements of the empennage as described above, am
they will be compared with tests 16, 17, 18 in Tabl
VICI. The ballast conditions in these two groups o
tests were not identical, as may be seen in Table II
but differed only by the weight and momant of inerti
of the ballast container, which were in place in th
airplane for the tests with the empennage altered but
not for the tests 16, 17, 18 in which the empennage
was in its normal condition. Aside from this small
difference of ballast, the conditions of the tests involved
no changes other than the change in empennage areas.
There was no appreciable difference in the ease of
recovery for the9e two groups of tests.
TABLE VIII
I P I ‘Y Radfun
Ryl&u. 0 F&l
It 17,18_ Normal---------- i6 LO -; 1 4.6
76,77,7s_ PaIJ&f&kd)rlcre 2E0 49.4 -.6 -822 4.4
The valuea in Table VIII show that the spins with
the fabric removed were practically the same as those
with the airplane in its normal condition. This result
leads to the conclusion that the sir forces on the areas
&m which the fabric was removed were normally
small during the spin and, since the easeof recovery was
not affected, the conclusion must apply also to the
fopw acting on these areas during recovery. Con-
sidering the forces that produced recovery (and
recovery was tiected mainly by means of the rudder
with this airplane), the facta that very little fabric was
removed from the rudder below the elevator, and that
the ease of recovery was about the same for both
groups of tests show that the important part of the
rudder must have been the portion below the elevator
where the air flow was unobstructed. A further con-
clusion that may be drawn is that since the actual
area of the rudder which was effective was small, the
yawing moment required to effect recovery, or at
least the initial stages of the recovery must have been
small.
Effect of control setting,-The effect of control
setting may be seen in Table IX which shows results
for @-ht spins.
TABLE lX
I ‘I&t W’O:%pr from * .Nos. I @I 7 IRadins
! l?luil~ag Fed4i4 ;0 -L 9g:.- %%RXG-GI b.7291 47.7 –3. 7 –s28Ailerom against 2M 6L6 lL 7 -w 6 ::B..-. E?%or down------ %17 &3 la 2 +20 4.1
I TM conhcdswere de13@&3In the rmnner atatndIn tha table tcIthe extreme
Hmitof thefrrarrgm.
h general, it is noted that aileron deflection caused
a pronounced change in the nature of. the spin, espe-
cially with respect to the angle of sideslip. These
changes in the sideslip mgle of the spin are undoubh
edly related to the effect of aileron deflection on rolling
moment due to rolling, but since many other factors
are involved in the change of aerodynamic properties
caused by aileron deflection, more completa data will
be needed before the results maybe completely under-
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stood. Several characteristics other than sideslipangle
were affected by aileron deflection, especially angle of
attack and rate of rotation, which were both increased
by aileron deflection in either sense.
The airplane had no tendency to recover as a result
of aileron deflection, but undoubtedly the aileron
setting must influence recovery indirectly, because of
the difference in the nature of the spins produced.
No tests on this subject were made.
The effect of aileron deflection on the spins of several
other airplanes tias noted during the course of the
investigation and considerable d.iiferencein results was
observed for the different airplanes. Because both the
rolling moments and the yawing moments introduced
by aileron deflection influence the spin, as will be seen
in the analysis given later in this report, it is evident
that the many variations of proportions and mrange-
ments of @lerons occurring on diilerent airplames
(especially on biplanes) would result in a wide varia-
tion of behavior.
Ted results and experience indicati that conven-
tional ailerons offer little promise for effective control
of the spin; however, as in most cases some effect may
be obtained, there is no reason why pilots should not
avail themselves of this aid after experimenting with
their particular airplanes to find the best conditions for
recove~.
Downward deflection of the elevator produced an
increase in angular velocity as shown in Table IX
(right spins) and also in Table X giving results for left
spins. For the right spins, downward deflection of the
elevator produced a large increase in outward sidealip.
In other respects the effect of downward elevator
deflection is the same as for the left spin with normal
center-of-gravity position discussed in the follow@
paragraphs.
The effect of deflecting the elevator downward for
left spins is shown by the results given in Table X
for two mass-distribution and center-of-gravity con-
ditions. The ballad used and momenta of inertia are
given in Table II.
TABLE X
I I I I I 1 T I i
$9,q al 2h8
Rap6z “
up.-____.. F&f–; o
Q&6f3 2%.8 Dow’n-- . . ..__ &u
~~ : 3.5
R! &o
3!$%37 40.0 up________ 1.74 4s.0 L 1 –~. 4 lt ;
49,61,62 4ao Down--------- 24s 49.5 1.2 –8L 7 5.3
The most evident effect of putting the elevator down
in all the tests made in the investigation was an in-
crease in angular velocity, and this was accompanied
by a small decrease in angle of attack; in fact, with
the center of gravi@ in a rearward position the amgle
of attack increased when the elevator was put down.
This redt led to the expectation that possibly a more
rapid recovery from the spin could be effected by
holding the elevator up during the fit part of the “
recovery and putting it down later instead of immedi-
ately as is usually recommended. Accordingly, a few
flight tests were made to compare the usual method of
recovery with a method in which the elevator was held
up at first until the rotation had been practically
stopped by means of the rudder. The number of turns
and altitude required for recovery were determined for
both methods by simple observations, and no great “
diilerence in number of turnEor altitude required was
found. The NY-1 airplane was not particularly well
suited for these tests, however, because it would
recover normally in 1 to 1X turns; amairpkmerequiring
many turns for recovery would have shown the effect
of this method of control manipulation much more”
clearly.
ANALYSIS OF MODEL TEST DATA
At present there are not suiiicient data available to
make an exact numerical analysis including all the
factors aifecting the spin; however, approximab
methods utihzing wind-tunnel model ~ts have been
devised which are very helpful, and which in some
cases give results surprisingly consistent with flight
measurements. A computation of the characteristics
of the spin by one of these methods would be of especial
interest when applied to an airplane for which accurate
flight data were available, and therefore wind-tunnel
measurements were made on a model of the airplane
used in the abov-described flight investigation to be
used for a numerical analysis.
Fuchs and Schmidt have reported (reference 2) a
method of analyzing spins that ia logical and as com-
plete as practicable with the data available. Other
somewhat similar methods have been reported, but
their method is best suited to this study and was used
almost without change, except that the conventional
symbols and sixesof the National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics were employed.
MODELTESTS
A l/12-scale model of the airplane was tested in the
7 by 10 foot open-throat wind tunnel, which, with its
bakmce and test procedure, is described in reference 4.
Measurements of lift, drag, and pitching moment were
made over a range of from 0° to 90° angle of attack
(refereed to X body axis) and all appropriate correc-
tions, except tunnel-wall corrections, were made. The
tunnel-wall correction is of no importance for these
tests, since it is relatively small at very high angles of
attack. Three positions of the elevator were Wted for
the complete model. . For the tests of the wing celhde
a center section was inserted in the lower wing where
the fuselage formerly had been. The wing cellule was
then tested through the same angles aa those for the
complete model. All coefficients were computed on ‘
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the basis of the area of the wing cellule with the lower
wing carried through. Moment coeflicienta were re-
ferred to the center of gravity. The results of the
model tests are presented as curves in Figure 3. The
normal and tangential force curv~ were computed
from the wing cellule alone and are given in Figure 4.
CALCULA~ONS
The preliminary assumptions employed in the
method outlined by Fuchs and Schmidt were that
*; &rn,olefe nwi+elI
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and of the wing caIlulealone
tit, drag, and lateral force were not seriously affected
by moderate degrees of sideslip; that lift, drag, and
pitching moment were not affected seriously by small
rates of rotation; and that rolling and yawing moments
were affected by sideslip of 20° or less only in a
manner that would correspond to some particular
aileron setting with no sidealip. Some of these as-
sumptions lead to negligible errors; others, ae for
example the assumption that lift, drag, and pitching
moments are not affected by rotation, lead to small
errors, but the necessity of assuming that rolling
moment due to side.slipmust be counterbalanced by
a certain amount of aileron moment is indeed un-
fortunate when a study of a particular spin is to be
made. An assumption that sideslip had no effect on
the ding momenk would be untenable for vahws
of sideslip of 10° or 20°, as maybe seen from the results
of reference 5.
When the method of Fuchs and Schmidt was applied
to the left spins of the NY-1 airplane, it was improved
in three particular: (1) The airphme was known to
spin with no siddip (or n very small degree of side-
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sfip) withthe controls in the nom~ set- for the
spin, which eliminatw errors from sidwlip in the most
important spin to be studied; (2) the pitching moment
due to pitching aa determined by approximation was
found to be about equal to the pitching moment
exerted on the propeller measured in the flight tests
for left spins, making it possible to simplify the equa-
tions by dropping the terms for both of these factors;
and (3) the moments of inertia of this airplane were
lmown horn actual meamrement.
The yawing moment of the fuselage and empennage
due to yawing is a factor of considerable importance,
and one concerning which the information available is
meager. The importance of this factor is indicated
by two results of the flight tests: First, the tests indi-
cated that all of the vertical surface of the empennage
above the stabilizer and elevator was practically inop-
erative during the spin; and, second, it wae found that
the airplane would not remain in a spin if the rudder
wae neutralized while th~ elevator was still held hard
up 88for a spin. Since the effective area of the rudder
was evidently small, the change in yawing moment
that destroyed the spinning equilibrium was small,
which points to the importance of even a small mo-
ment. On the other hand, wind-tunnel tests made in
England and at this laboratory have shown that for a
rectangular-section fuselage the magnitude and sense
of the yawing moments (due to yaw or yawing) nt
I I I 1 I I 1 \l
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NY-1 wing Cdlde alone
high angles of attack were so much dependent upon
details of shape that a method of approximation waa
practically out of the question. Thus, in spite of the
importsmceof an exact knowledge of this factir, about
the only course left open in the question wnz to as-
mme that the yawing moment of the fuselage and
)mpennage due to yawing was zero.
The rolling and yawing moments of the wing cellule
he to rolling and yawing, computed by the strip
nethod, are not exact when a finite number of strips
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are employed, but the accuracy of this type of compu-
tation is certainly within the limits of the errors of the
assumptions required for other parts of the analysis.
These wing rolling and yawing moments were equated
to the gyroscopic rolling, and yawing moments acting
on the airplane, sinca the rolling and ya~ moments
of the other parts of the airplane were taken to be zero.
The rolling moment of the fuselage and empennage
may be seen to be negligible from a consideration of
their shap~; the reason for assuming the yawing
moment of the fuselage and empennage to be zero
wcs discussed in the foregoing paragraph.
The computation of the quantities necessary in the
analysis of a spin is based on the following six equa-
tions of motion, which are the simplified forms of the
general equations given in reference 6 for the case of
zero sideslip.
Equilibrium of forces: ‘
Path axis:
–Wsiny-c.qs=o (1)
Lift axis:
mv$-1cm 7 sin ++W cm ‘y Cos +– C“qs=o
(2)
Axis L to path and lift axes:
mVOcesy cos~+Wcosysin$=O (3)
(Qis positive for right spins.)
Equilibrium of moments, incorporating the above-
mentioned simplifications:
–(B–C) qr=L (4)
–(C–A) rp=M (5)
–(A–B)pq=N (6)
The values of p, g, and r, the angular velocities about
the airplane body axes (assumed to coincide with the
principal axes, which in many cases is exactly true,
and is very nearly true in all others) were determined
in terms of the resultant angular velocity and attitude
angles, as follows: ,
P =–Q(WSy COS@Sha+sh~COS a).
q=cl (Cosy sin +).
r=fl (Cosy Cos @ Cosa—sin’y sin a).
Solving (1) for V after substitution of % PW for q:
“m (7)
Taking p= 0.002176 slug per cubic foot (3,000 feet
altitude), W =2,910 pounds (full ballast total weight),
S= 291 square feet (area with wing extended through
fuselage):
dV=95.5 *
Solving (2) and (3) for Q:
fl-
4
c.~ P pV _ @
47rb’cos’y P ‘
(8)
which, with the constants combined, become-s:
4
1$l=g (1.18 X10A) ~W– — (9)cos~‘y v
Solving (3) for @:
(lo)
Because analytic expressions could not be obtained
for the variation of lift and drag as a function of a, the
solution could only be obtained by a semigraphical
method. Therefore, choosing the values of ~= —80°
and -rM—86°, velocities along the tl.ight path were
computed for the whole range of angle of attack and
plotted in Figure 5. Then values of Qwere computed
and plotted in Figure 6 for ~= –80°, —82°, –85°,
– 86°, and finally values of angle of bank + were com-
puted and plotted in Figure 7. These quantities made
it possible to compute values of p, q, and r in terms of
a with y as a parameter. @igs. 8 to 10.)
With the values of p, g, and r computed it was pos-
sible to evaluate the exprwsions:
and
b
u-g—
C%”–+n
x
Cx (a-t-Aa, v+AV) (~~)cyAy
.
–h
u-y
inwhich AV= ry ~d Aa= t~-l ~vand Cz andCx
are taken from the curves (fig. 4) of normal and tan-
gential force coefficients of the wing cellule alone. As
mentioned previously, the rolling and yawing moments
of the wing celhde are set equal to the tmhd aerody-
namic rolling and yawing moments:
c% =c.
The actual computation of these two moments was
made by using four strips on either side of the plane
of symmetry.
The computed values of p, q, and r and the moments
of inertia determincd by measurement were used to
compute the gyroscopic moments.
Figures 11 to 13 are curves of computed aerodynamic
and gyroscopic moments about the three axes plotted
in terms of angle of attack and for the several valuca of
glide path. It is evident that in considering any one
of these sets of three figures, equilibrium of moments
might exist for any of the intersections of aerodynaxnic
and gyroscopic moment curves corresponding to the
same glide-path angle. Howev&, it is necesmxy that
equilibrium exist about all three moment axes simul-
taneously for a steady state of motion (spinning), and
consequently only those intersections which occur for
the same glide-path angle and angle of attack on the
three charts of moments corresponded to an actual
steady spin. Curves of glide-path angle and amgleof
Pit&i tmg,
7veloc ty, q,
rcJd/sy
Angle of bank, ~, ckgrees
Resultantan.qularveloai’y,fl,raatansper second .
%
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attack, at which equilibrium of moments occurs for
each of the three moments, are given in Fiie 14.
The curves of Figure 15 were obtained by a simihm
computation based on the model test with elevator
down. Intmesection of the three curves for rolling,
pitching, and yawing moments at one point in these
.12
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k.w
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-“”ntnlttn
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Angleof affock,okg=ses
~aum l&-Comfmtwl aerw.iynamloand gyrosmpfaroIUngmoment$ devator
up3Y, Mlwtatnrsaamd tall
charts would represent the conditions for a steady
spin.
Thus far in the computations, o~y one ballast
condition has been used. Computation of. equilib-
rium conditions for other ballast. conditions may be
readily made employing most of the data already
,yemputed. It is obviously hue in this computation
Angleof offock,degrees
Ihaum3l&—Compntcdamdynemf o and ~c yawfngmamon~ elevator
up=, lmllastatnamandmil
that changes in ballast conditions do not change the
aerodpmmic quantities in any way so long as the
weight remains constant. Therefore, the only com-
putation necessary will be a determination of the
gymscopic moments, which is a relatively simple
matter since the only new values will be those, of
moments of inertia. In case9 in which the cen@r of
gravi~ was moved aft by placing unbalanced ballast
in the tail of the airplane, the moment of the ballast
under the existing conditions of linear acceleration,
refereed to the centerd-gravity position of the original
computations, should be included with the gyroscopic
moments.
A computation of the equilibrium state was made
for one ballast condition other than that of the com-
Angleof offock,degrees
Ram 17.—Camputd aordmarafo and gyrmmplo pitcldng momentq elevator
up W, HlastatnoseandtaS
putationa already described. Thiswasfor the case
that the ballast was placed in the nose and tail and
therefore corresponded to the moments of inertia for
flight tests, 19, 20, and 21. The results are shown in
Figures 16 to 19.
AI-@ of attock,degrees
FIQUEE 19.—Equilibrinmof thrwmoment& olevatornpS3”,balktat nmoondtnlf
DISCUSSION OF COMPUTED RESULTS
A comparison of the flight results with the results
of this numerical analysis discloses gratifying agree-
ment when there is no sideslip. For the condition of
ballad at the center of gravity and elevator up (fig. 15),
the curve9 come very close to an intersection indicating
equilibrium. The point plotted is the measured value
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of angle of attack and glide-path angle from the i@ht
tests. The major discrepancy between this flight
result and the computed results is a 2%0 difference in
glide-path angle. This di.tTerence,it is believed, is to
be attributed to an interference effect in the wind-
tunnel measurements. The model support employed
for the teatawas not particularly suitable for measure-
ments at high angles of attack; force measurements
(not published) on the same model in another tunnel
indicate that the measurements presented herein are
a few per cent too low. A study of the equations has
shown that if the forces measured on the model -were
too small, all the computed cm-ma would be shifted
to unduly high values of glide-path angle, but that
their form would not be seriously affected.
A further study of the results (fig. 14) shows that the
intersection of the yawing and pitchiug momaut equilib-
rium curves would occur at a slightly higher angle of
attack if a emallnegative yawing moment were assumed
in addition to that computed for the wings by the strip
method. Such a moment could eaeilyhave arisenin the
flight tests from the rudder, especially as the pilot re-
ported that a moderate force ~n the rudder pedal was re-
quired to hold the rudder hard overforthespin. Finally,
whatever slight shifting of the rolLing-momentequilib-
rium curve may be required to cause it to pass through
the intersection of the other two curves would corre-
spond to differences in rolling moments smaller than
the limits of error in the computation, or to the addi-
tional rolling moment caused by a very small degree
of sideslip. Thus it is seen that, although the con-
ditions for equilibrium were not obtained exactly and
the flight results did not cm-respond exactly with the
computed values, the lack of agreement was small
enough to be readily explained.
The moment-equilibrium curves failed to intersect
for the condition of elevatm down, but the discrepancy
is asplained when it is noted that outward side&p was
recorded in the flight tests for both right and left spins.
Since the computations did not take rolling moment
due to sideslip into account, equilibrium of all mo-
menk should not be obtained by the computation.
It may be seen, however, in a qualitative way, by
inspecting Figures 23 to 26, that rolling moment due
to outward sideslip would shift tho rolling moment
equilibrium curve upward toward larger valuw of
glide-path angle, which would reasonably be expected
to result in a condition of complete equilibrium. Since
outward sideslip was recorded in the flight tests, there
was undoubtedly a positive yawing moment due to air
forces acting on the vertical tail surfaces which was
not taken into account. Such a moment would have
shifted the yawing-moment equilibrium cume toward
larger values of angle of attack, a correction that would
make the computed results agree more closely with the
flight results.
Comparison of flight and computed results for
changes of maas distribution (fig. 18) shows the same
bend in the computed results as in the flight results,
but equilibrium of the computed curves was not indi-
cated. In order to obtain equilibrium corresponding
to the flight results, negative yaw@ and negative
rolling moments must be added to the compubd mo-
ments. Such moments could easily have resulted
from some of the sevaral factors not talym into ac-
count in the analysis. In spite of this lack of indi-
cated equilibrium, however, it is clear that the trend
of the computed value is the same as for the values
measured in flight.
The equilibrium curves show only one intersection
in the liigh angle-of-attack range for a particular con-
dition of the airplWe, and this was confirmed by flight
tests. The orientation of the three mornenkqnilibrium
curves, however, suggests that equilibrium at low
angles of attack (in the region of 20° to 30°) may be
possible. Spinning experience with this airplane has
not indicated defhitely that a spin is or is not possible
at such a low angle of attack, but during this investi-
gation the only maneuver approximating the low
angle-of-attack spin was a maneuver inadvertently
obtained in a few instances, which the pilot described
a9 a steep spiral. The control forces and air speed
were reported to build up to very high magnitudes
and the maneuver was always terminated before a
steady state was reached. The pilot’s sensations were
reported as very different from those in a spin. An
extension of the numerical analysis to low values of
a and y and further flight tests would yield interesting
information on this subject.
This method of analysis, or any equivalent method,
may be considered perfectly general; its only limita-
tions are the limitations of accuracy or lmowledge of
the data necesmy for the’ computations. All the
effects of the many complex details of aerodynamic
shape, mass distribution, and other similar factom
could be easily taken into account in this type of
analysis, but at present data are not available for
many of the factors that might be worth including.
When it becomes possible to measure the resultant
moments and forces on a model while executing a
motion that simulates the full-scale spin, much of the
uncertainty of the results will be removed. A special
balance is now being perfected by the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics for making
thesb measurements.
CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions were based on the results
of these tests and computations.
1. Moderate increases in wing loading produced
only the expected slight increases in angular velocity
and linem velocity.
2. The change in mass distribution produced by
moving ballast from the center of gravi~ to the nose
and tail of the airplsmewithout shift of centroid caused
a decrease in rate of rotation, decrease in amgle of
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attack, negligible change in sidealip angle, and a
decrease in glide-path angle. Recovery was perhaps
slightly easier in this condition than with normal mass
distribution.
3. The effect on the steady spin of moving the
center of gravity aft without changes in stabilizer
setting was ,prmdl. Ballast placed in the tail of the air-
plane produced ahnost the same changes in the spin
as ballast placed in the nose and tail with no change
in center-of-gravity position.
4. The effect of moderate changes in dihedral of the
wing cellule was small.
5. Removal of the covering from the fln and part of
the rudder of this airplane did not materially affect
the spin.
6. Displacement of the ailerons during a steady
spin caused large changes in sideslip angle and several
other minor changes, but no tendency to recover.
i’. Fulldown displacement of elevator caused an
increase of anggar velocity. With the center of
gravi@ in its forward position, angle of attack was
decreased and outward sideslip was produced, but
with ballast in the tail the angle of attack increased
and sideslip remained the same.
S. A numerical analysis based on static wind-
tunnel measurements and strip computations gave
remdts that checked the results of flight measurements
very closely considering the assumptioDE necwsaxy.
The charts constructed in the analysis aided materially
in studying the various characteristics of the spin, but
with the data available at present, an analysis such
as this for an airplane of unlmown spinning charac-
teristics would not always lead to useful results.
LANGLEY ME~om.m AerOnaUtiC LABORATORY,
NATIONm ADVISORYCOIJMI=E FORAERONAUTICS,
LANGLEYFIELD, VA., June 18, 19%?.
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Page 52, column 14, Ta%le 111, Technical Report l?o. 441:
All the values under the heading llA~ll should
be negative except the seventh, ninth! and
tenth, which are positive.
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